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1. Introduction

Mode-locking technique is a widely used method for generating ultrashort laser pulses. The mode-locked laser output is a sequence of equally spaced laser pulses. The pulse width is limited by the spectral range of the gain medium and inversely related to the bandwidth of the laser emission. Compared with the active mode-locking technique, passively mode-locked laser with saturable absorber is able to generate much shorter pulse with a simple configuration. In particularly, based on the passive mode-locking mechanism, the Kerr-lens mode locking (KLM) Ti:sapphire laser is recognized as the most important ultrafast laser source. Not only a series of commercial femtosecond lasers with Ti:sapphire crystal were released, but also lead to many innovations in science, such as frequency comb, laser wake field acceleration, attosecond science, laser micro-fabrication etc. However, the major drawback of Ti:sapphire laser is its green pump laser source. Currently available green lasers generated by frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser or by Argon laser are relatively bulky and expensive, which limits the practical application of ultrafast Ti:sapphire lasers.

With the remarkable progresses in the semiconductor saturable absorber mirror (SESAM) and laser diode technology, ultrafast laser sources with directly diode-pumped schemes and SESAM mode-locking have attracted more and more attentions because of the compactness and low cost compared to the well developed femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser. Nowadays, intra-cavity SESAM is widely used to start and maintain stable mode locking. Intense studies have been performed on this kind of lasers. Many efforts have been made to find new gain materials for ultrafast laser generations. Our research activity in this field is focused on the development of all solid-state passively mode-locked ultrashort lasers based on a variety of gain media with various wavelength ranges in the near-infrared. Several gain media doped with Nd, Cr or Yb, such as Nd:YVO₄, Nd:GdVO₄, Nd:LuVO₄, Nd:GSAG,
Cr:forsterite, Cr:YAG, Yb:YAG, Yb:YGG, Yb:YSO, Yb:LSO etc, have been tested. The results indicate a series of ultrafast laser sources with low cost, compact, simple and robust configuration in the picosecond and femtosecond regimes, which would find a wide range of practical applications.

2. Mode-locking mechanism passively mode-locked solid-state laser with a SESAM

By using an intra-cavity SESAM for passive mode locking, one has to choose the correct parameters of SESAM for a given laser system to get pure CW mode locking [2.1]:

$$\left| \frac{dR}{dI} \right| < \frac{g_0}{l} \frac{T_R}{\tau_L}$$

where $R$ is the absorber reflectivity, $I$ is the laser intensity, $T_R$ is the cavity round trip time, $g$ is small signal gain of the laser, $l$ is the total loss coefficient of the laser cavity, $\tau_L$ is the upper state lifetime of the laser. That is, the laser tends to operate in Q-switched mode-locking regime with a longer upper state lifetime, larger total loss, or shorter cavity length. In other words, the Q-switching can be suppressed for a large small-signal gain, or small loss, or large saturation intensity, or long cavity. For a fast saturable absorber, the condition is given by [2.1]:

$$\left| \frac{dR}{dE_p} \right| < \frac{g_0}{l} \frac{T_R}{\tau_L}$$

3. Overview for different solid-state laser materials

Solid-state mode-locked lasers are applied in various fields of physics, engineering, chemistry, biology and medicine etc, with application including ultrafast spectroscopy, metrology, superfine material processing and microscopy. To generate ultrafast laser pulses, the laser materials must meet a series of conditions. Firstly, a pump wavelength for which a good pump source is available. Secondly, small quantum defect and high gain of the materials can help get high laser efficiency. Furthermore, it is crucial for laser media to possess a board emission band, which is necessary to generate ultrafast pulses.

We divide materials for generation of ultrafast laser pulses into two types. The first type is the ones that could only support picosecond laser pulses due to their limited gain bandwidth. Whereas, these laser materials commonly have excellent laser capabilities, such as good thermodynamic property and could be directly pumped by a diode laser with high power. The representative laser media are Nd$^{3+}$ doped materials, which have been applied in diode-pumped energetic and efficient picosecond lasers and amplifiers. A SESAM mode-locked, Nd$^{3+}$:YAG laser with pulse width of 20 ps and output power of 27 W
has been reported [3.1]. Also, an Nd$^{3+}$:YVO$_4$ laser with 20 ps of pulse width and 20W of laser power was achieved [3.2]. Malcolm et al reported an additive pulse mode-locking (APM) Nd$^{3+}$:YLF laser, and 1.5 ps pulses were generated [3.3], which is the shortest pulse result by Nd$^{3+}$ doped crystals.

Also, the Nd$^{3+}$ laser on the 4F$_{23/2}$– 4I$_{9/2}$ transition with emission wavelengths of around 900–950 nm has attracted more and more interest because the quasi three-level pulsed laser could be used for lidar detection of water vapor in atmosphere [3.4]. Up to now, only few works have been reported on passively mode-locked laser on quasi three-level operating of Nd$^{3+}$ doped materials. By Nd:YAlO$_3$ crystal, laser pulses centered at 930 nm with 1.9 ps pulse duration and 410 mW average power has been demonstrated with a Ti:sapphire pump laser[3.5]. With Nd:YVO$_4$ crystal, 8.8 ps pulses with 87 mW of power [3.6] and 3 ps pulses with 140 mW of power [3.7] centered at 914 nm were achieved, pumped by diode laser and Ti:sapphire laser, respectively.

Other than Nd$^{3+}$ doped crystals, a commonly used host material doped with Nd$^{3+}$ ions is Nd:glass. Different with crystals, glasses are significantly cheaper and have a smoother fluorescence spectrum, which support femtosecond laser pulses generation. As a well known example, laser pulses as short as 60 fs with the output power of 80 mW at the center wavelength of 1053 nm have been achieved with Nd: glass laser [3.8]

The other type of gain media have relatively broad emission spectra, but suffer from one or more unpopular physical properties (Ti:sapphire crystal is the outstanding exception). Yb-doped materials belong to this group. Compared with Nd-doped laser media, Yb-doped materials have attracted even more and increasing interest over the past few decades because of their small quantum defect (resulting a low thermal loading), simple electronic structure (avoiding such unwanted processes as excited-state absorption, up-conversion, and concentration quenching), long fluorescence lifetime (particularly advantageous for Q-switched lasers and high-power ultrashort pulse amplification) and broad absorption and emission bands (compared with Nd$^{3+}$). These media have been successfully applied in high-power diode-pumped all-solid-state ultrafast laser sources. Until now, extensive mode-locking researches have been reported with various Yb-doped crystals, such as garnet (Yb:YAG [3.9-10]), vanadate (Yb:GdVO$_4$ [3.11]), oxyorthosilicates (Yb:LSO [3.12-13], Yb:YSO [3.13]), tungstates (Yb:KGW [3.14], Yb:KYW [3.15], Yb:KLW [3.16], Yb:NYW [3.17]), borates (Yb:YAB, Yb:LSB, Yb:LYB, Yb:BOYS, Yb:GdCOB, Yb:YCOB)[3.18-23], fluoride (Yb:YLF) [3.24], sesquioxide (Yb:Sc$_2$O$_3$, Yb:Lu$_2$O$_3$, Yb:Lu$_3$ScO$_5$) [3.25-27], silicate(Yb:SYS) [3.28], niobate(Yb:CN) [3.29]. The short pulse duration of 47 fs has been reported with a Yb$^{3+}$:CaGdAlO$_4$ crystal [3.30] and the shortest pulse width of 35 fs has been obtained by a Yb:YCOB crystal [3.20].

Transparent ceramics fabricated by the vacuum sintering technique and nanocrystalline technology have the advantages of high doping concentration, easy fabrication of large size samples and high thermal conductivity. This kind of materials has been intensively investigated for the use in ultrashort pulse lasers [3.31-36]. The first reported mode-locked ceramic laser is a Yb:Y$_2$O$_3$ laser, which generated 210 mW laser pulses with 450 fs pulse
duration and a center wavelength of 1037 nm \[3.32\]. With the Yb:YAG ceramic, 286 fs pulses with 25 mW output power and 233 fs with 20 mW output power at center wavelength of 1030 nm and 1048.3 nm respectively were achieved \[3.35\]. Our recent work has boosted the output power from a femtosecond ceramic Yb:YAG laser to 1.9 W \[5.19\].

To further reduce the thermal effect, especially important for high power laser operation, the thin-disk gain media configuration has been developed. The geometry of the gain media is designed such that the thickness is considerably smaller than the laser beam diameter and the heat generated along with the lasing is extracted dramatically through the cooled end face \[3.37-3.40\]. Combined with the high absorption of the pump laser and long lifetime of the excited state of the Yb\(^{3+}\)-doped active materials, this thin disk laser operation has been a great success in a variety of Yb\(^{3+}\)-doped materials \[3.41-3.47\]. Thin-disk laser based on Yb-doped active materials is a good way to get efficient and high output power laser with excellent beam quality and will find wide applications.

Cr\(^{4+}\):forsterite crystal is an important laser medium to generate ultrashort laser pulses around 1.3 \(\mu\)m. It could be pumped by Nd:YAG laser or Yb-doped fiber laser around 1064 nm. Cr\(^{4+}\):forsterite crystal has wide luminescence spectrum from 1100 nm to 1500 nm \[3.48\]. Up to now, the shortest pulse duration with Cr\(^{4+}\):forsterite laser is 14 fs \[3.49\]. Also, another Cr\(^{4+}\) doped material (Cr\(^{4+}\):YAG) could be employed as the laser medium to obtain ultrafast laser pulses around 1.4 to 1.6 \(\mu\)m. The absorption spectrum of Cr\(^{4+}\):YAG extends from 950 nm to 1100 nm, so it could share similar pump laser as the Cr\(^{4+}\):forsterite laser. So far, the shortest pulse duration with Cr\(^{4+}\):YAG laser is 20 fs and achieved by Kerr-lens mode locking technology \[3.50\].

4. Mode-locked Nd-doped lasers at quasi-three levels

4.1. Laser transition at quasi-three levels

Nd\(^{3+}\) ions was the first of the trivalent rare earth ions to be used in a laser, and Nd\(^{3+}\) doped materials have been remaining the most important laser medium until now. Laser operation has been obtained with this ion incorporated in at least 100 different host materials, and the commonly used host materials are YAG and glass. Take Nd: YAG for example, Figure 1 shows the energy level diagram of Nd\(^{3+}\) pumped by 808 nm. The ground state population was pumped to the energy level \(4F_{5/2}\), and then via radiationless transition transfers energy to \(4F_{3/2}\) level. The stimulated emission is commonly obtained at three different groups of transitions centered at 1.34, 1.06, and 0.946 \(\mu\)m, which result from \(4F_{3/2}\rightarrow4I_{13/2}\), \(4F_{3/2}\rightarrow4I_{11/2}\), and \(4F_{3/2}\rightarrow4I_{9/2}\) transitions, respectively.

When radiation at \(4F_{3/2}\rightarrow4I_{13/2}\) and \(4F_{3/2}\rightarrow4I_{11/2}\) transitions, the upper and lower energy levels of pump and laser are separate, this is called four-level operation. Because the lower laser level is well above the ground state \(4I_{9/2}\) and can be quickly depopulated by multi-phonon transitions, there is no appreciable population density ideally in the lower laser level at room temperature. In that way, re-absorption of the laser radiation is effectively avoided and a lower threshold pump power can be achieved.
However, for $^4F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{9/2}$ transition, the lower-laser level is the upper sub-level of the $^4I_{9/2}$ multiplet, so there is some population on the lower-laser level at room temperature. This is called quasi-three level operations. For example a thermal population of about 0.7% in the lower laser level in Nd:YAG at room temperature. This sub-level is thermally coupled with the ground-state and should be efficiently populated with increasing temperature. This would induce a partial re-absorption loss of the laser radiation and cause an increase in the ground-state absorption loss, corresponding to an increasing in passive intra-cavity loss and laser threshold, result in the reducing of the laser output energy. In addition, the laser cross emission section of the quasi-three-level laser is dozens of times smaller than that of four-level system. Therefore, the laser operation with quasi-three levels is more difficult than that one with four levels.

As the typical Nd-doped laser medium, mode-locking researches on Nd:YAG laser for both quasi-three levels and four levels have been extensively reported, therefore, we only introduce our researches on mode-locking with some special Nd-doping media in this chapter.

### 4.2. Picosecond Nd:GSAG laser at 942nm for three levels operation

During the past few years, the Nd$^{3+}$ laser on the $4F_{2/3} \rightarrow 4I_{9/2}$ transition has attracted wide interest because of emission wavelengths of around 900–950 nm. One important application for this quasi three-level pulsed laser is that it could be used for lidar detection of water vapor in atmosphere [3.4] because of characteristic absorption in the 935 nm, 942 nm, and 944 nm wavelength regions. Compared with optical parametric oscillators, generation of above wavelengths by Nd-doped crystal laser is much easier. Also, Frequency doubling of mode-locked quasi-three-level Nd$^{3+}$ lasers generates picosecond blue pulses, which have potential application in many fields, such as life science, holography, and semiconductor inspection [4.1].
In the previous section, we have discussed the difficulty on quasi three-level operation compare with four-level operation. For Nd:GSAG here, a peak emission cross section of $2.7 \times 10^{-20}$ cm$^2$ at 942.7 nm [4.2] and a peak emission cross section of $3.2 \times 10^{-19}$ cm$^2$ around 1.06 μm [4.3] were determined by Kallmeyer et al. and Brandle et al., respectively. One can see the emission cross section at 942 nm is less than one-tenth the emission cross section at 1.06 μm. This leads to an increased threshold pump power and decreased optical conversion efficiency [4.3–5]. For the first time, we successfully a diode-pumped passively mode-locked Nd:GSAG laser with quasi-three-level operation at the central wavelength of 942.6nm [4.6]. The maximum output power is 510 mW at incident pump power of 16.7 W, and the pulses duration is short as 8.7 ps at a repetition rate of 95.6 MHz.

In the experiment, a standard z-fold resonator with end-pump configuration was employed as shown in Fig. 2. The pump source is a commercial fiber-coupled 808 nm LD with a core diameter of 200 μm, and an NA of 0.22. The crystal used in the experiment has dimensions of 4 mm×4 mm and Nd$^{3+}$ concentration of 1 at. %. The both facets of the crystal have been antireflection (AR) coated at 942 nm, 808 nm and 1061 nm. The crystal was wrapped with indium foil and mounted on a water cooled copper heat sink and the water temperature was maintained at 10°C. Passive mode locking was started by using a SESAM (BATOP GmbH, Germany) with saturable absorptance of 4% at 940 nm, a saturation fluence of 70 μJ/cm$^2$, and relaxation time of less than 10 ps. The laser spot size on the SESAM is estimated to be 27 μm ×20 μm (tangential direction sagittal direction) using the ABCD matrix calculation. The dependence of the total output power on the incident pump power is shown in Fig. 3. Stable CW mode-locked laser can be obtained at the pump power above 11.5 W. When the incident pump power reached 16.7 W, the output power rose to 510 mW, corresponding to a optical efficiency of 3.1%, and the pulse energy inside the cavity and outside the cavity are about 88.3 nJ and 2.65 nJ, respectively. The high threshold pump power and the low efficiency are mainly due to the relatively high total transmission of 6% brought by the folded output coupler.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. Mirrors: M1: HT@808 nm and 1064 nm, HR@942 nm; M2: HR@942 nm, HT@1064 nm, radius of curvature (RoC)=500nm; M3: T=3%@942 nm, HT@1064 nm, RoC=100 nm.
The beam quality of the laser was measured with a CCD that could translate along a straight and slick track under incident pump power of 16.7 W. After fitting the measured data, as shown in Fig. 4 (a), we found that $M^2$ parameters were 1.83 and 1.55 for tangential direction and sagittal direction, respectively. The stable CW mode-locking regime held well for several hours and the repetition rate of the pulses was 95.6 MHz. The pulse duration was measured with an autocorrelator (FR-103MN, Femtochrome Research, Inc.) at the maximum output power, as shown in Fig. 4 (b). The pulse duration is about 8.7 ps assuming a Gaussian shape. Measured by an optical spectrum analyzer (AQ6315A, YOKOGAWA), the spectrum was centered at 942.6 nm which has an FWHM of about 0.65 nm, also shown in Fig. 4 (b). The time–bandwidth product of the pulses is 1.91, which is 4.3 times the transform limit for Gaussian pulses. The primary reason for this is that positive group-velocity dispersion introduced by crystal itself stretched the pulses.

**Figure 3.** Dependence of the mode-locked laser output power on incident pump power.

**Figure 4.** (a) Measured $M^2$ for tangential direction (Rx) and sagittal direction (Ry); (b) left: Intensity autocorrelation trace of the pulse; right: The laser spectrum of mode-locking operation.
4.3. Picosecond Nd:GGG lasers for both four levels and quasi-three levels

The Nd³⁺ doped gadolinium-gallium-garnet (GGG) crystal, a well known laser gain medium, was firstly reported in 1964 [4.7]. It has many desirable properties as a laser host material, such as excellent thermal conductivity, good mechanic properties, large thermal capacity, high doped concentration, and large size etc, as shown in Tab.1 [4.8-9]. With this laser medium, 30 kW average output power had been demonstrated from a solid-state heat capacity lasers (SSHCL) by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in 2004 [4.10]. Although Qin et al had obtained mode-locking operation at 1061 nm; the output power is only hundreds of milli-watt [4.11]. In this section, we described a diode pumped mode-locked Nd:GGG laser operation at both four levels and quasi-three levels transition. A laser pulse of 15 ps and 24 ps were generated with an average power of 3.2 W and 320 mW at 1062 nm and 937.5 nm, respectively [4.12-13].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical formula</th>
<th>Nd:Gd₃Ga₅O₁₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Structure</td>
<td>Cubic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lattice Constant</td>
<td>a=1.2376 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melting point</td>
<td>1725 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>7.1 g/cm³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dn/dT (×10⁶/K)</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity</td>
<td>7 W/mK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat capacity</td>
<td>0.38×10³ Ws/(Kg*K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal expansion coefficient</td>
<td>8 × 10⁻⁶/°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Transition</td>
<td>⁴F₃/2 → ⁴I₁₁/₂ 1062 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>⁴F₃/2 → ⁴I₁₃/₂ 1331 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>⁴F₃/2 → ⁴I₈/₂ 937.5 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emission cross section at 1061 nm</td>
<td>2.7-8.8×10⁻¹⁹cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorescence lifetime</td>
<td>240 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorption band</td>
<td>808 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photon energy at 1.06 µm</td>
<td>hν = 1.86 × 10⁻¹⁹ J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index of refraction</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.** Properties of Nd:GGG crystal

Laser operation was performed by using a 5-mm-long, antireflection-coated, 0.5 at. % doped Nd:GGG crystal. A high brightness fiber-coupled diode laser, with a core diameter of 200 µm and a numerical aperture of 0.22, was used as pump source. For ease of use, we designed a typical resonator as shown in Fig. 5 for four level running. Passive mode locking was started by a SESAM, which has a saturable absorption of 4% at 1060 nm and a saturation fluence of 70 µJ/cm². A plane-wedged mirror with transmission rate of 10 % was used as the output coupler (OC). With this configuration, the laser mode radii in the crystal and on the SESAM were calculated to be 98µm and 105 µm, respectively.

After the optimized alignment, stable mode-locking operation with single mode output was obtained when the incident pump power exceeded 15 W. We measured the intensity
autocorrelation trace by using a commercial noncollinear autocorrelator (FR-103MN, Femtochrome Research, Inc.). As shown in Fig. 6 (a), the FWHM width of the autocorrelation trace is about 23 ps. If a sech^2-pulse shape is assumed, the mode-locked pulse duration is 15 ps. The central wavelength locates at 1062.5 nm with spectrum bandwidths of 0.25 nm. The time-bandwidth product was calculated to be 0.997, which was about 3 times the transform limit for Gaussian pulses.

**Figure 5.** The Experimental layout of passively mode-locked for Nd:GGG laser operating at four level transition.

**Figure 6.** (a) Intensity autocorrelation trace of the pulse; (b) the laser spectrum of mode-locking operation

Mode-locking Nd:GGG laser at quasi-three level transition was realized with the same pumping source and the laser crystal. In order to reduce loss, a simple Z-folded cavity consisted of four mirrors was employed, as shown in Fig. 7, the total cavity length was approximately 1.82 m corresponding to a repetition rate of about 82 MHz. To suppress parasitic oscillation at 1.06 μm, most of the cavity mirrors were antireflection coated at this wavelength. A similar SESAM from same company was used to start the mode-locking. For optimization of the cavity alignment, a plane mirror coated for high reflection at 940 nm was
used as an end mirror. The waist radii of the laser mode in the crystal and on the SESAM were designed to be 80 μm and 20 μm for mode match, respectively. The stable pulses train with the maximum output power of 320 mW has been obtained under the incident pump of 20 W.

Figure 7. Scheme of Nd:GGG laser mode-locked at quasi-three-level transition.

Intensity autocorrelation trace shown that the FWHM width of the autocorrelation trace is about 39.3 ps (Fig. 8 (a)). If a Gaussian-pulse shape is assumed, the mode-locked pulse duration is 27.8 ps. Fig. 8 (b) depicts the output spectrum at the stable mode locking which was centered at 937.5 nm and had a bandwidth of 0.14 nm. This resulted in a time-bandwidth product of 1.33 which was 3 times the transform limit for Gaussian pulses. The high time-bandwidth product may be resulted from the high group delay dispersion of the laser crystal [4.14].

Figure 8. (a) Intensity autocorrelation together with Gaussian fit curve shows the pulse width of 24.7 ps. The inset is oscilloscope traces of the CW mode-locked pulse train. The laser spectrum of mode-locking operation.
4.4. Picosecond Nd:GdVO₄ at 912nm for three levels operation

As the most efficient laser host medium, the Nd:YVO₄ crystal has been widely used for diode-pumped mode-locking laser research [4.15-20]. Compare to Nd:YVO₄ crystal, Nd:GdVO₄ possesses many significant advantages such as higher thermal conductivity, larger absorption cross-section and larger stimulated emission cross-section [4.21]. In addition, Nd:GdVO₄ emits the shortest wavelength radiation on the ⁴F₃/₂ → ⁴I₉/₂ transition for its smallest splitting (409 cm⁻¹) of the lower laser level. However, the quasi-three levels laser is more difficult to operate than the four level laser and would cause the increase in ground-state absorption loss and laser threshold, and then reducing the output energy of the laser.

In the past, much more attention had been paid on passively Q-switched and mode-locked lasers with Nd:GdVO₄ crystal operating at 1064 nm and 1342 nm [4.22-26]. However, passively mode-locked Nd:GdVO₄ laser at quasi-three-level were less reported. H. W. Yang et al have reported a passively Q-switched Nd:GdVO₄ laser at 912 nm with V³⁺:YAG as the saturable absorber [4.27]. Fei Chen et al have obtained passively Q-switched mode-locked Nd:GdVO₄ laser at 912 nm [4.28]. In 2006, our group successfully demonstrated the CW passively mode-locked Nd:GdVO₄ laser for three level laser operation [4.29]. In this section, we present a stable CW mode-locked Nd:GdVO₄ laser at 912 nm with the total output of 128 mw and the pulse width of 6.5 ps [4.30].

We employed a four-mirror folded cavity, shown in Fig. 9. The pump source is a commercially available fiber-coupled diode-laser which could emit a rated maximum power of 30W at 808 nm, with a core diameter of 200 μm and a N.A. of 0.22. The dimensions of the crystal are 3x3x4 mm³ with a concentration of 0.2 at%. The crystal was coated and wrapped with indium foil and then mounted in a water-cooled copper block. The water temperature was maintained at 10 °C. The SESAM (Batop GmbH, Germany) used for mode-locking is with a modulation depth of 2% at 912 nm and a saturation fluence of 70 μJ/cm². A plane mirror coated HR at 912 nm replaced the SESAM, and then the laser was operating at 912 nm. The maximum output power of 1.45 W was obtained with an incident pump power of 20.3 W. Then we put the SESAM instead of the plane mirror in the cavity. At pump power above 13.4 W, a stable CW mode-locking state was observed. The repetition rate was 178 MHz and the maximum output power was 128 mw at a pump power of 19.7 W, as shown in Fig.10.

![Figure 9. Schematic diagram of the passively mode-locked 912 nm Nd:GdVO₄ laser.](image-url)
Figure 10. Dependence of the laser CW output and mode-locking output on the incident pump power. QML: Q-switched mode-locking.

The pulse width was measured with a homemade non-collinear second-harmonic-generation autocorrelator. The trace of the SHG autocorrelation is shown in Fig. 11. Assuming a Gaussian pulse profile, we estimated the pulse duration to be approximately 6.5 ps. The corresponding spectrum was measured, it has two peaks at the central wavelengths of 912.3 nm and 912.7 nm, respectively, and the both corresponding bandwidths were 0.25 nm (FWHM).

Figure 11. The measured autocorrelation trace of the pulses of the passively mode-locked 912 nm Nd:GdVO₄ laser.

4.5. Nd:LuVO₄ laser at 916 nm for three levels operation

As in vanadate family, Nd:LuVO₄ has larger absorption and emission cross sections than those of Nd:YVO₄ and Nd:GdVO₄, and thus has attracted much attentions. By employing the Nd:LuVO₄ crystal (length of 5.5 mm and doping with 0.1 at.% Nd³⁺ concentration) and
using the similar Z-folded cavity design as in passively mode-locked Nd:GdVO₄ laser, we obtained a stable passively cw mode-locked Nd:LuVO₄ laser at 916 nm [4.31]. The pulses train has 6.7 ps of pulse duration (shown in Fig. 12) at repetition rate of 133 MHz. The average output power was 88 mW under the pump power of 17.1 W.

Figure 12. Autocorrelation trace of the mode-locked Nd:LuVO₄ laser.

5. Mode-locked femtosecond and picosecond Yb-doped laser

The Yb³⁺-doped materials have excellent advantages among the available laser hosts, such as high quantum efficiency, absence of excited-state absorption, direct diode laser pumping, as well as large emission bandwidth which can support femtosecond pulses generation, and so on. Up to now, extensive mode-locking research has been reported with various Yb-doped materials. In the following section, we will present some numerical and experimental studies on several passively mode-locked Yb-doped lasers.

5.1. Numerical and experimental investigation of the Yb:YAG laser at a wavelength of 1.05 µm

Among a variety of Yb-doped crystals, the Yb:YAG crystal is one of the most important laser media for several important advantages: excellent thermal-mechanical properties, ease of growth in high-quality crystal, and a high doping concentration without quenching, etc. Remarkable progress has been achieved with ultrashort Yb:YAG lasers because of these favorable properties [5.5, 5.6]. Typically, the Yb:YAG crystal has two main emission wavelengths, 1.03 and 1.05 µm respectively. Ultrafast Yb:YAG laser operating at 1.05 µm has special advantages compared with the one at 1.03 µm. First, the gain around 1.05 µm is flatter and can support femtosecond pulses with broader spectrum and shorter pulse width. Yb:YAG laser pulses as short as 100 fs have been demonstrated at this wavelength. In contrast, limited by the width of the narrow gain peak at 1030 nm, the shortest pulse achieved at this wavelength has the width of 340 fs [5.7], and most femtosecond pulses are
longer than 500 fs [5.5, 5.6]. Second, ultrashort pulses at 1.05 μm can be useful in high energy glass laser facilities as the seeding source.

To obtain oscillation at 1.05 μm by the Yb:YAG laser, one must suppress the oscillation at 1030 nm. Some researchers use specially coated mirrors to distinguish these two neighboring wavelengths [5.7,5.8], which, however, inevitably brings additional cavity losses and leads to low laser efficiency. Investigations on the preferred emission wavelength versus the length and the ion concentration of the Yb:YAG crystal will be discussed below, we also described a novel method to obtain efficient 1.05 μm operation based on the Yb:YAG laser[5.9,5.10].

5.1.1. Theoretical investigation

The electronic diagram of the ytterbium ion is shown in Figure 13. It’s a typical quasi-three-level system. As the zero phonon line is very narrow and the corresponding absorption cross section is lower, the most efficient pump transition for Yb:YAG is \( l_1 \) to \( u_2 \) at 940 nm. Emission transitions are from \( u_1 \) to \( l_2 \) (1024 nm), to \( l_3 \) (1030 nm) and to \( l_4 \) (1050 nm). For quasi-three-level longitudinally pumped laser system, the thickness of the gain medium is more crucial for the laser oscillation than in a four-level system. In a quasi-three-level system, the terminal level of the laser transition is thermally populated. Thus minimum pump intensity is required for reaching population inversion. As the pump is absorbed when traveling in the gain medium, this minimum intensity is reached after a crystal length which is the so-called optimum length. In the following, the different optimum length at different oscillation wavelength in the Yb:YAG laser will be investigated by the model developed in [5.11] and [5.12].

![Energy level diagram of Yb\(^{3+}\) ion in the Yb:YAG crystal.](image)

The amplification of the laser wave and the absorption of the pump wave are described by equations (5.1a) and (5.1b):
\[
\frac{dI_p^e}{dt} = \varepsilon_0 \left( X_u - f_l \right) \frac{dX_u}{dt}
\]

(3a)

\[
\frac{dI_p^e}{dt} = -\varepsilon_0' \alpha_0 \left( f_p - X_u \right) \frac{dX_u}{dt}
\]

(3b)

where \( X_u \) is the population density of the excited state. \( X_u = N_u/N_{Yb} \). \( N_u \) is the population of the excited state and \( N_{Yb} \) is the \( Yb^{3+} \) ions concentration. The linear coefficients of gain \( g_0 \) and absorption \( \alpha_0 \) are given by equations (4):

\[
g_0 = \sigma_p N_{Yb} \left( f_{l1} + f_{u1} \right)
\]

\[
\alpha_0 = \sigma_p N_{Yb} \left( f_{l1} + f_{u1} \right)
\]

(4)

where \( f_l = \frac{f_{l1}}{f_{l1} + f_{u1}} \) and \( f_p = \frac{f_{p1}}{f_{l1} + f_{u1}} \).

In CW regime, equation (5) reads:

\[
I_p \left( f_p - X_u \right) - X_u - I_l \left( X_u - f_l \right) = 0.
\]

Then:

\[
X_u = \frac{f_p I_p + f_l I_l}{1 + f_p I_l}
\]

(7)

With regard to equation (3a), the laser beam is reabsorbed when \( X_u < f_l \). Then minimum pump intensity required for bleaching the amplifier medium is given by:

\[
X_u = f_l \quad I_p^{\text{min}} = \frac{f_l}{f_p - f_l}
\]

(8)

For single pass pumping where the pump is travelling following one direction, the pump transmission required for inverting the amplifier medium is given by:
As the pump is absorbed when traveling in the amplifier, this minimum intensity required for bleaching the amplifier medium at the laser wavelength is reached after an amplifier length we call optimum length.

For single pass pumping and CW laser, the output intensity has been derived in [5.12]:

\[
I_{\text{out}}(L) = (1-R_s)\sqrt{R_m} \left\{ \frac{I_p(0)(1-\Gamma)}{\alpha_0} - f_f L \right\} + \ell n\sqrt{R_m R_s} \left\{ (1-\sqrt{R_m R_s}) \left( \sqrt{R_m} + \sqrt{R_s} \right) \right\}
\]

(10)

Where \( R_s \) and \( R_m \) are the reflectivity of the output and rear mirror respectively (assuming all the losses of the cavity are taken into account in the loss of the rear mirror). By (3a) and (3b), it is possible to find a relation connecting the pump and the laser intensities. Then, \( \Gamma \) reads:

\[
\Gamma = \sqrt{R_m R_s} \frac{\alpha_0}{\sigma_0} \exp\left\{-\alpha_0 (f_p - f_f) L\right\}
\]

(11)

The optimum length for which the laser wave is not reabsorbed leads to maximum output power. Then, the pump transmission must be equal to \( \beta \) leading to:

\[
L_{\text{opt}} = \frac{-1}{f_p - f_f}\ell n\left\{ \frac{1}{\sqrt{R_m R_s} \frac{\sigma_0}{\beta \alpha_0}} \right\}
\]

(12)

This result can also be obtained by computing the length for which \( I_{\text{out}}(L) \) is maximum using formula (10). In CW laser operation of a three-level system, inversion density of gain media remains constant above laser threshold. Then, for a given laser medium, pump transmission is fixed and determined by cavity loss level and spectroscopic parameters of gain media. It is worth to mention that \( L_{\text{opt}} \) as well as \( \beta \) depends on the pump intensity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \lambda ) (nm)</th>
<th>Absorption</th>
<th>Emission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>940</td>
<td>1030</td>
<td>1050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f_r + f_i )</td>
<td>1.04E+00</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma ) (cm²)</td>
<td>7.60E-21</td>
<td>3.30E-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_u ) (ms)</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f_i )</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>0.0626</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Values of the crystal parameters
Now the length and the ion concentration of the crystal can be investigated to find out that under what kind of condition the laser oscillation at 1050 nm can be preferred. The emission transitions of Yb: YAG are from upper level $u_1$ to lower level $l_3$ (1030 nm) and $l_4$ (1050 nm). First, as the $l_4$ energy level is higher than the $l_3$ one, its thermal population is lower and the $f_l$ parameter at room temperature is 0.0284 against 0.0646. Then, the corresponding optimum crystal length is larger and more pump energy is absorbed. Using (10), the optimum crystal length versus the rear mirror reflectivity for various pump intensities can be calculated. The values of the crystal parameters used for the computation are reported on Table 2. The cross sections are spectroscopic cross sections [5.13].

Figure 14. Optimum length versus reflectivity of the rear mirror for various pump intensities with (a) 5% and (b) 10% doping.

Figure 14 shows the calculated optimum lengths for the two wavelengths of 1030 and 1050 nm and for 5 at. % (a) and 10 at. % (b) doping concentration. It can be noticed that, for a crystal length of 4 mm with 5 at. % doping, the crystal length is much lower than the optimum lengths for 1050 nm oscillation at different pump intensities, but close to the 1030 nm optimum length. As a result, oscillation at 1030 nm is favored. It shows good agreement with the results reported in [5.7]. In that paper, a 5%-doped, 3.5-mm-long Yb:YAG crystal was used, and under the pump intensity of about 36 kW/cm$^2$, laser oscillation was achieved at the wavelength of 1030 nm. But for the 10 at. % doped crystal, one can notice that the situation is different. The preferred crystal length is much shorter than that of 5 at. % doping crystal. Only when the crystal is very short, oscillation at 1030 nm will be preferred. If the crystal length reaches a proper value, such as 4 mm, the 1030 nm laser is more likely to be re-absorbed and suppressed. This indicates a new way to suppress 1030 nm and get the oscillation at 1050 nm only by choosing the Yb: YAG crystal with proper ion concentration and optimized length.

5.1.2. Mode-locked Yb:YAG laser at the wavelength of 1.05 µm

The experiment is performed with a 10 at. % doped Yb:YAG crystal with the length of 4 mm. A typical Z-shape cavity was used (Figure 15(a)). All the coatings of the intra-cavity mirrors
are identical for 1030 and 1050 nm. A CW Ti:sapphire laser at 940 nm with 2 W power was used as the pump. The pump intensity at the front face of the crystal is calculated to be about 43.7 kW/cm² at 2 W pump power. The measured absorption of the crystal to the pump light is 91 %, which is in good agreement with the theoretically calculated value of 92.6% from equation (9) by the model.

Figure 15. Cavities used to study the (a) CW and (b) mode-locked laser performance of a Yb:YAG laser.

For CW operation, two kinds of output couplers were used, with the transmittivity of 1% and 2.5% respectively. The wavelength of the free-running laser was measured with a scanning spectrometer. When the pump power was increased from the threshold power to 2 W, the emitting wavelength was keeping at 1050 nm. This can be well explained by Figure 14(b). When the pump intensity was increased from zero to 43.7 kW/cm², the length of the crystal is near the optimum length of 1050 nm oscillation and much longer than that of 1030 nm oscillation. 1030 nm lasing is more likely to be reabsorbed and oscillation at the wavelength of 1050 nm can be preferred. Under the pump power of 2 W, the maximum output power was as high as 650 mW, leading to a slope efficiency as high as 45.8%.

Based on the CW 1050 nm operation, the passively mode-locking operation of this laser was also investigated. The cavity layout is shown in Figure 15(b). An output coupler with 0.5% transmittivity was used in this setup. Without intracavity dispersion compensation, stable mode-locked pulses in picosecond regime were obtained. A typical intensity autocorrelation trace (obtained by an FR-103MN autocorrelator, Femtochrome Research, Inc.) of the output pulses is shown in Figure 16(a). Assuming a sech² pulse shape, one can obtain the FWHM pulse duration of 1.8 ps. A simultaneous measurement of the pulse spectrum is illustrated by the insertion.

A pair of Gires-Tournois interferometer (GTI) mirrors, which introduce group delay dispersion (GDD) of -1200 fs² from 1020 to 1080 nm by single pass, were used to obtain femtosecond laser operation. It’s enough to compensate the positive GDD caused by the Yb:YAG crystal and the net intracavity GDD remain at a minus value. With this alignment, stable self-starting soliton-like pulses were obtained. Figure 16(b) shows the measured autocorrelation trace and the spectrum of the pulses. The pulse width is 170 fs assuming a sech²-shape pulse and the FWHM spectral bandwidth reaches 7 nm. The central wavelength
redshifted from 1050 to 1053 nm. It’s worth to mention that the central wavelength of this femtosecond Yb:YAG laser is exactly the working wavelength of high energy Nd:glass based ultrafast amplifier system. It indicates that the femtosecond Yb:YAG laser has the potential to be an excellent seed source for the above system. Under the full pump power of 2 W, the average power of the femtosecond pulses is 180 mW at a repetition rate of 80 MHz, corresponding to the peak power of 13.3 kW.

Figure 16. (a) Intensity autocorrelation trace of the picosecond pulses; inset, the corresponding laser spectrum. (b) Intensity autocorrelation trace of the femtosecond pulses; inset, the corresponding laser spectrum.

5.2. Diode-pumped efficient femtosecond ceramic Yb:YAG laser and picosecond Yb:LSO laser

Highly transparent Yb:YAG ceramics for solid-state laser gain medium have been developed in recent years, by the vacuum sintering technique and nanocrystalline technology [5.14]. This Yb:YAG ceramics have such advantages as favorable mechanical properties [5.15], high doping concentration, low cost, and easy fabrication of large-size samples. All of these advantages promise Yb:YAG ceramic extensive potential for the development of high-efficiency and high-power ultrafast laser.

In the first Yb:YAG ceramic laser experiment [5.14], the cw output power was 345 mW with a slope efficiency of 26%. With the improvement on the Yb³⁺ doping concentration, excellent cw laser performances by Yb:YAG ceramics have been demonstrated. Dong et al. realized a 1.73 W cw output power with the absorbed pump power of 2.87 W, corresponding to a slope efficiency as high as 79% [5.16]. A cw output power as high as 6.8 W with the slope efficiency of 72% was further demonstrated by Nakamura et al [5.17]. In the pulsed operation, Yoshioka et al. demonstrated the first mode-locked operation of a Yb:YAG ceramic laser [5.18]. The reported efficiency for the femtosecond operation was, however, relatively low; the output power was 250 mW at the pump power of more than 26 W.

In this section, a high-power and high-efficiency operation of a diode-end-pumped femtosecond Yb:YAG ceramic laser will be described [5.19]. For self-starting femtosecond laser operation, more complicated cavity configuration is needed than for CW laser
operation. Lots of additional cavity losses are thereby introduced, such as the insertion losses by the prisms, the non-saturable loss by the SESAM, and the broadband reflection losses by intra-cavity reflectors, etc. To obtain efficient mode-locking operation, several major improvements were made compared with Ref. 5.17. First, other than prisms, highly reflective negative-dispersion mirrors were adopted for dispersion compensation. This avoided the insertion losses by the prisms, which usually caused low efficiency in mode-locked Yb-doped solid-state lasers. Experimental results on this kind of lasers have shown the significant efficiency increase by negative-dispersion mirrors replacing prisms [5.20, 5.21]. Second, a piece of SESAM with the non-saturable loss parameter as low as 0.3% was used to further minimize the intra-cavity losses. Third, the transmission of the output coupler mirror was also optimized for femtosecond operation. Finally, high pumping intensity is much helpful to obtain efficient laser operation. For this purpose, a 7-W high brightness fiber coupled diode laser (Jenoptik laserdiode GmbH) at 968 nm was adopted as the pump. The fiber core diameter is 50 μm, with a numerical aperture of 0.22.

![Diagram of mode-locked Yb:YAG ceramic laser](image)

**Figure 17.** Schematic of the mode-locked Yb:YAG ceramic laser.

A schematic of the laser cavity and pump geometry is shown in Figure 17. The pump laser was reimaged into the Yb:YAG ceramic through a coupling system. The cavity was a standard Z-shape structure, with a piece of high reflective plane mirror folding one arm of the cavity to fit the short focusing length of the pump light. M1 and M3 were curved folding mirrors with ROC of 200 mm, and M2 with ROC of 300 mm. A 2-mm-long 10 at. % doped Yb:YAG ceramic was used for the gain medium. The absorption of the ceramic to the pump laser was around 50% in the experiment due to the lower and narrower absorption peak at 968 nm than at 940 nm. Negative dispersion was introduced by a Gires-Tournois interferometer (G-TI) mirror and a chirped mirror. The G-TI mirror provides second-order dispersion compensation of about -1000 ± 300 fs² per rebound in the spectral range from 1030 to 1050 nm and the chirped mirror provides -120 ± 20 fs² from 1000 to 1100 nm. The cavity was designed to sustain a fundamental mode with a beam waist of 65 μm × 67 μm in the crystal, and a waist of 58 μm × 65 μm on the SESAM. The total cavity length corresponds to a repetition rate of 64.27 MHz.
Different mirrors were used as output couplers with transmissions of 1%, 2.5%, and 4% from 1020 to 1080 nm. Stable soliton mode-locking regime was observed with 1% and 2.5% output couplings. With 4% coupling, the output power under the maximum pump was slightly higher than the output power by the 2.5% coupler, however, cw mode-locking couldn’t be realized at this coupling condition. Figure 18 shows the output power as a function of the absorbed pump power for these two output couplers. With the decreasing of mirror reflectivity from 99% to 97.5%, the threshold incident pump power for cw mode-locking operation increased from 1.9 to 2.5 W. The maximum CW mode-locked output power was achieved with the 97.5% reflectivity output coupler. Under the incident pump power of 7 W (the measured absorbed pump power was 3.5 W), stable mode-locked output power of 1.9 W was obtained, corresponding to a slope efficiency of 76% with respect to the absorbed pump power. With the 1% output coupler, the maximum mode-locked power was 1.2 W with the slope efficiency of 44.7%.

Figure 18. Average output power versus absorbed pump power of the mode-locked Yb:YAG ceramic laser with output couplings of 2.5% (triangles) and 1% (circles). The cw mode-locking thresholds are indicated by arrows.

At the highest output power, the pulse duration was measured to be 418 fs (sech² assumption). The FWHM width of the spectrum was 3.4 nm at the central wavelength of 1048 nm (Figure 19 left). The radio-frequency spectrum was also measured by an electrical spectrum analyzer to characterize the performance of femtosecond pulse train at the high power operation. As depicted by Figure 19, the spectrum shows a clean peak at a repetition rate of 64.27 MHz without side peaks, implying that the Q-switching instabilities have been fully depressed. A wider acquisition frequency span (from 0 to 300 MHz with 100 kHz resolution bandwidth) was also performed (inset in Figure 19 right), which was a clear indication for the single-pulse operation in high output power level. The results presented above definitely affirmed that the Yb:YAG ceramic is an excellent laser medium for high-power and high-efficiency diode-pumped ultrafast lasers and amplifiers.
Figure 19. Left, intensity autocorrelation trace of the mode-locking laser pulses with 1.9 W average power; inset, the corresponding spectrum. Right, the rf spectrum at fundamental repetition frequency of the 418 fs pulse train; inset, resolution bandwidth of 100 kHz and span of 300 MHz.

With a similar experimental layout as depicted in Figure 17, a cw mode-locked picosecond Yb:LSO laser was also realized with a 5\% doped 3-mm-thick Yb\textsuperscript{3+}:Lu\textsubscript{2}SiO\textsubscript{5} crystal as the laser medium [5.22]. At the pump power of 5.4 W from the fiber coupled diode laser, 0.72 W stable mode-locked pulses were obtained with an output coupler of 1\% transmittivity. However, the thermal loading prevented higher output power when the pump power increased. The central wavelength of the mode-locked pulses lay on 1058 nm with a FWHM bandwidth of 3.5 nm. The pulse duration was 5.1 ps, as shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20. Intensity autocorrelation trace of the mode-locking laser pulses; inset, the corresponding spectrum.

5.3. Femtosecond Yb:GYSO laser

Yb\textsuperscript{3+}-doped GdYSiO\textsubscript{5} (Yb:GYSO), a promising ytterbium-doped crystal, has shown several attractive advantages compared to many recent Yb-doped materials. It exhibits $^2\!F_{7/2}$ ground
state splitting as high as 995 cm⁻¹, which makes the population of the transition lower level much less sensitive to the temperature. Yb:GYSO crystal also possesses a comparatively high fluorescence life time of 1.92 ms and good mechanical properties. Du et al. demonstrated the first efficient tunable CW Yb:GYSO laser operation [5.1], and the picosecond Yb:GYSO laser was reported by another group later [5.2]. We describe here the realization of a femtosecond Yb:GYSO laser [5.3]. The setup for the laser is shown in Fig. 21. A 3-mm-long, 5%-doped Yb:GYSO crystal is pumped by a CW Ti:sapphire laser at the wavelength of 976 nm. Three pieces of curved folding mirrors with the radius of curvature (ROC) of 100 mm (M1-M3) are used to reduce the beam waist inside the active medium and on the SESAM. The SESAM was designed for 0.4% modulation depth and saturation fluence of 120 μJ/cm². Its nonsaturable loss was specified to be 0.3%, and the relaxation time less than 500 fs. A pair of chirped mirrors (CM1, CM2) were used in another arm of the cavity for group velocity dispersion compensation. The chirped mirrors were designed with GDD of -120 fs² per bounce within the wavelength range from 1000 nm to 1200 nm. Considering the amount of positive GDD introduced by the 3-mm-long 5%-doped Yb:GYSO crystal [5.4], the net intra-cavity GDD was remained at minus value by introducing two bounces onto the chirped mirrors.

![Figure 21. Cavity used to study the femtosecond laser performance of Yb:GYSO. M1, M2, M3, ROC 10 cm; CM1, CM2, flat chirped mirrors; L, lens f=100 mm; OC, 1% output coupler.](image)

With a piece of high reflective mirror in one arm replacing the M3 and SESAM, and removing the chirped mirrors, the CW lasing performance was tested first. At CW lasing, the measured threshold incident pump power was as low as 180 mW, which can be thanks to the large ground state splitting of Yb:GYSO crystal. Output power of 920 mW with diffraction-limited beam pattern was obtained at the wavelength of 1091 nm under 2 W pump power. A tunable range of about 77 nm (from 1033 to 1110 nm) was obtained by inserting a Lyot filter in the CW cavity.

After optimization of the cavity alignment shown in Fig. 21, stable and self-starting femtosecond pulses were realized. The autocorrelation trace of the mode-locked pulses is shown in Fig 22(a), the FWHM width of the autocorrelation trace is about 324 fs. If a sech²-pulse shape is assumed, the mode-locked pulse duration is 210 fs.
Figure 22. (a) Typical intensity autocorrelation trace of the pulses. The experimental data are shown by the solid curve and the sech^2-fitting curve by the dashed curve. (b) The laser spectrum of mode-locking operation.

The spectral width (FWHM) of the pulses was measured as 6.4 nm at the central wavelength of 1093 nm. Fig. 22(b) shows the typical spectrum, compared with the one in CW mode, the central wavelength red shifted slightly from the peak wavelength. The time-bandwidth product is 0.34, which is close to the value of 0.315 for the transform-limited sech^2-pulse. This indicates that almost transform-limited pulses were directly obtained from the cavity. However, the gain bandwidth was not fully covered by the obtained spectrum, especially in the shorter wavelength. That means the gain of Yb:GYSO crystal is not fully exploited. Considering the 77 nm tunability achieved in the CW mode, even shorter femtosecond pulses should be possible. Under the full pump power of 2 W from the CW Ti:sapphire laser, the average mode-locking power output from the Yb:GYSO laser was 300 mW at a repetition rate of 80 MHz, corresponding to an energy per pulse of 3.75 nJ and a peak power of 17.9 KW.

A higher mode-locking laser power can be possible by replacing the pump laser by a high power diode laser at 976 nm. In view of the excellent mechanical properties of the Yb:GYSO crystal, a new kind of femtosecond laser with high output power and compactness is very promising.

5.4. Picosecond and femtosecond Yb:YGG laser

Yttrium gallium garnet (YGG) is another garnet crystal. Similar to YAG and GGG, Y_3Ga_5O_12 (YGG) has many desirable advantages for laser materials—stable, hard, optically isotropic, having good thermal conductivity (9 W/mK), and accepting substitutionally trivalent ions of both rare-earth and iron groups [4.8]. Yb^{3+} doped yttrium gallium garnet (Yb:YGG) was first reported as a scintillator [5.23-24]. The most interesting property is that the bandwidth of its emission spectrum is nearly four times broader than Yb:YAG’s [5.23]. The high-quality Yb:YGG crystal suitable for laser operation had been grown though optical floating zone method by H. Yu et al for the first time [5.25], and the special thermal properties, including the specific heat, thermal expansion coefficient, thermal diffusion coefficient, and thermal
conductivity had been investigated. Tab.3 shows properties comparisons of Yb:YGG, Yb:YAG and Yb:GGG [5.25]. In this section, we reviewed the diode pumped passively mode-locked Yb:YGG laser [5.26-27].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crystals</th>
<th>Yb:YGG 10at%</th>
<th>Yb:YAG</th>
<th>Yb:GGG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Symmetry</td>
<td>Cubic</td>
<td>Cubic</td>
<td>Cubic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal expansion coefficient ($10^{-6}$ K$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>8.18 (10at%)</td>
<td>~7 (Pure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Heat (J/gK)</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>~0.63 (10at%)</td>
<td>~0.37 (Pure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal diffusion coefficient (mm$^2$s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.62 (10at%)</td>
<td>~3 (Pure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Conductivity (W/m·K)</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>~4.8 (10at%)</td>
<td>7.5 (Pure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorption Cross-sections ($10^{-20}$cm$^2$)</td>
<td>2.7 (970 nm)</td>
<td>0.77 (941 nm)</td>
<td>0.6 (945 nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emission Cross-sections ($10^{-20}$cm$^2$)</td>
<td>2.6 (1025 nm)</td>
<td>2.03 (1031 nm)</td>
<td>1.1 (1031 nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM at emission peak</td>
<td>22 nm</td>
<td>10 nm</td>
<td>~10 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive band at effective gain cross-sections ($\beta=0.5$)</td>
<td>120 nm</td>
<td>~100 nm</td>
<td>~80 (nm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Comparisons of Yb:YGG, Yb:YAG and Yb:GGG

The Yb:YGG single crystal employed in the experiment was grown by the optical floating zone method, which was fine polished and antireflection coated at a broad spectrum range around 1 μm with cross section of 3 mm×3 mm and length of 3.2 mm. A high brightness fiber-coupled diode laser emitting at 970 nm (Jenoptik, JOLD-7.5-BAFC-105) was used to end-pump the laser medium. The pump laser output from the fiber (with 50 μm core diameter and 0.22 numerical aperture) was coupled into the laser crystal where the laser spot radius was about 30 μm. Fig. 23 (a) is the schematic of the pumping geometry and laser cavity. A Z-fold cavity was employed for mode-locking experiment. M1 was a plane dichroic mirror with high transmission at 970 nm and high reflection at 1020-1100 nm; M2, M3 and M4 were concave mirrors, with radii of curvature of 300 mm, 200 mm and 200 mm, respectively. Passive mode-locking was realized by using a semiconductor saturable absorber mirror (SESAM) (BATOP), which has a saturable absorption of 0.4 % at 1040 nm, a saturation fluence of 120 μJ/cm², relaxation time less than 500 fs, and non-saturable loss of less than 0.3 %. A plane-wedged mirror with transmission rate of 2.5 % was used as the output coupler (OC). According to the ABCD matrix, the cavity was very stable and had large parameter space. After optimization of the cavity alignment, laser pulses as short as 2.1 ps were generated with an average power more than 1 W under incident pumping power of 5.5 W, where multi-pulse will interrupt the stable mode-locking operation when pumping power was higher than 5.5 W.
In order to obtain very short pulses, dispersion conversion is an important issue. A pair of Gires–Tournois interferometer (GTI) mirrors, with group-velocity dispersion of -1400 fs\(^2\) per bounce within the wavelength range from 1025 to 1045 nm, was used for dispersion compensation, as shown in Fig. 23 (b). Limited by the available pump power, the maximum output power was 570 mW under 6.9 W of incident pump power. We measured the intensity autocorrelation trace by using the commercial noncollinear autocorrelator (Femtochrome, FR-103MN). As shown in Fig. 24 (a), the FWHM width of the autocorrelation trace was about 360 fs. If a sech\(^2\)-pulse shape was assumed, the mode-locked pulse duration was 245 fs. The Fig. 24 (b) depicts the corresponding spectrum of the stable mode locking, which had a FWHM bandwidth of 5.8 nm at the central wavelength of 1045 nm. The time-bandwidth product was calculated to be 0.39.

**Figure 23.** (a) experiment layout of the picoseconds Yb:YGG laser; (b) experiment layout of the femtoseconds Yb:YGG laser

**Figure 24.** (a) Intensity autocorrelation trace of the pulse. The experimental data are shown by the solid curve and the sech\(^2\)-fitting curve by the dashed curve. (b) The laser spectrum of mode-locking operation.
6. Mode-locked femtosecond Cr\textsuperscript{4+}-doped laser

After several decades of development, there are many kinds of gain media which can operate in near infrared region, but only a few of them can be used in mode-locked lasers. In chapters 4 and 5, Nd-doped and Yb-doped mode-locked lasers have been described. Most Nd-doped lasers work in picosecond region, so do some Yb-doped lasers. Although some Yb-doped lasers can deliver femtosecond pulses, the generated spectral bandwidth is relatively narrow and can’t support very short pulses.

There are two chromium doped media, namely chromium doped forsterite (Cr\textsuperscript{4+}:Mg\textsubscript{2}SiO\textsubscript{4}) and chromium doped yttrium aluminium garnet (Cr\textsuperscript{4+}:YAG), are very attractive for femtosecond laser application. They have very broad emission range which can support few tens of femtosecond pulse generation. Combined with the interesting wavelength ranges they cover (1.3 and 1.5 \(\mu\)m, respectively), these lasers have find wide applications in optical communication \cite{6.1}, optical coherence tomography \cite{6.2}, biophotonics \cite{6.3} and so on. In this section, we will present our work on the development of these two kind of ultrafast lasers.

6.1. Efficient femtosecond Cr:forsterite laser

Forsterite is an anisotropic crystal belonging to the orthorhombic space group. Cr\textsuperscript{4+}:forsterite crystal shows many excellent characteristics as a laser gain medium. Some important parameters are listed in Table 4 and compared with those of Ti:sapphire crystal. Except for low thermal conductivity and relatively small emission cross section, other physical parameters of Cr\textsuperscript{4+}:forsterite crystal are comparable with those of Ti:sapphire crystals. The Cr\textsuperscript{4+}:forsterite crystal can support the generation of very short femtosecond pulses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crystal name</th>
<th>Ti:Sapphire</th>
<th>Cr:Forsterite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density (g/cm\textsuperscript{3})</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>3.217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melt point ((^\circ)C)</td>
<td>2050</td>
<td>1895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moh’s hardness</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity (W/(m·k))</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal expansion (K\textsuperscript{-1})</td>
<td>5×10\textsuperscript{-6}</td>
<td>9.5×10\textsuperscript{-6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuning range (nm)</td>
<td>660–1050</td>
<td>1130–1367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper level lifetime (us)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emission cross section (cm\textsuperscript{2})</td>
<td>4×10\textsuperscript{-19}</td>
<td>1.44×10\textsuperscript{-19}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center wavelength (nm)</td>
<td>795</td>
<td>1244(cw),1235(pulsed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortest pulse width ever achieved (fs)</td>
<td>&lt;5 fs\textsuperscript{[6.4]}</td>
<td>14 fs\textsuperscript{[6.5]}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Parameter comparison of Ti:sapphire and Cr:forsterite

Cr\textsuperscript{4+}:forsterite has very wide absorption and emission spectrum, as shown in Figure 25. The use of absorption peaks at 470 nm and 730 nm are typically excluded due to lack of pump sources. The relatively lower but much wider peak near 1 \(\mu\)m is preferred because of the vast availability of the pump laser. Besides, the quantum defect in the crystal will be much
smaller when pumped at this wavelength. Although the emission spectrum extends from 600 nm to 1400 nm, wavelengths below 1100 nm overlap with the absorption spectrum and suffer significant reabsorption, which prevents stimulated emission. Only the part above 1100 nm is suitable for laser operation. Up to now, the shortest pulse duration with Cr\textsuperscript{4+}: forsterite laser of 14 fs was achieved with 80 mW output power [3.49]. We’ll present our work on the development of highly efficient self-starting femtosecond Cr:forsterite laser here. With a 7.9 W Yb doped fiber laser as the pump, we obtained stable femtosecond laser pulses with an average power of 760 mW, yielding a pump power slope efficiency of 12.3% [6.6].

![Absorption and emission spectrum of Cr\textsuperscript{4+}:forsterite](image)

**Figure 25.** Absorption and emission spectrum of Cr\textsuperscript{4+}:forsterite

The schematic diagram of an efficient Cr\textsuperscript{4+}:forsterite laser is shown in Figure 26 A 1064 nm linearly polarized cw fiber laser is used as the pump (AYDLS-PM-10, Amonics), which deliver 7.9 W average power at maximum. The dimension of Cr\textsuperscript{4+}:forsterite crystal is 4 mm × 2 mm × 9 mm and the crystal is cut for propagation of light along the a axis and emitting beam polarization along the c axis (P\textsubscript{mnb} notation). Both ends are cut at Brewster’s angle and polished in order to reduce the reflective loss to the minimum. Due to the low thermal conductivity, the crystal is wrapped in thin indium foil and tightly held in a copper holder. A thermoelectric cooler cools the holder down to 5°C. Although lower temperature can bring higher output power, water condensation on crystal surface will induce unstable operation.

![Schematic of the femtosecond Cr:forsterite laser](image)

**Figure 26.** Schematic of the femtosecond Cr:forsterite laser. CM1–CM3: Chirped mirrors, ROC 100 mm; M1 and M2: plane chirped mirrors.
In order to obtain femtosecond pulses, dispersion compensation is important, especially when the used laser crystal is relatively long. By using the formula 13[6.8], the group-delay dispersion of Cr^4+:forsterite is calculated and shown in Figure 27.

\[
GDD = \frac{1}{2 \times 5.17} \left[ 2 \times 84.42 + 6 \times 116.70(\omega - \omega_l) + 12 \times (-101.21)(\omega - \omega_l)^2 + 20 \times 125.08(\omega - \omega_l)^3 \right]
\]

Figure 27. Group-delay dispersion from 1 mm Cr^4+:forsterite crystal

The 9 mm long Cr^4+:forsterite crystal introduces about 150 fs\(^2\) positive GDD. In order to compensate these dispersion, all the reflective mirrors in cavity are chirped mirrors except the 3% output coupler (OC) and the saturable mirror (SM). Each bounce on CM1, CM2 and CM3 brings in -60±20 fs\(^2\), and -70±20 fs\(^2\) on M1 and M2, respectively. Considering the positive GDD introduced by 1.8-m-long air, the final net intra-cavity GDD after one single trip is about -130 fs\(^2\). Due to the strong oscillations in negative GDD introduced by all the chirped mirrors, a certain amount of negative GDD is necessary to insure the stable mode locking. The semiconductor saturable absorber mirror (SESAM), which is highly reflectively coated from 1240 nm to 1340 nm, has a modulation depth of 2.5% and saturable fluence of 70 μJ/cm\(^2\). In order to reduce the inserting losses, we chose a nonsaturable loss of the SESAM less than 0.5%.

A lens with the focal length of 100 mm is used to focus the pump beam into the crystal. In order to achieve good matching and overlapping between pump and resonant beam, the radius of curvature (ROC) of CM1 and CM2 are 100 mm. Besides, because stable mode locking requires sufficient energy fluence on SESAM, CM3 with ROC of 100 mm is used to focus the resonant beam on it.

The relationship between pump power and output power is shown in Figure 28. The pump power threshold for stable mode locking is 1.8 W, with corresponding output power of 49 mW. The maximum output power of 760 mW is obtained when pump power increases to 7.9 W, which indicates record high slope efficiency as 12.3%. When optimizing the output power of mode-locking operation, we found that a slightly adjustment of the concave mirror
CM2 was necessary when the laser cavity was firstly optimized at other pump powers. We contribute this to the thermal loading effect in the laser crystal. The mode-locking power of the Cr:forsterite laser was almost linear till the pump power up to 7.9 W. Hence we believe that even higher output power can be expected if we use a pump laser with higher power.

![Figure 28](image1.png)

**Figure 28.** Variation of the mode locking output power as a function of the pump power.

The intensity autocorrelation trace (measured by a FR-103MN autocorrelator, Femtochrome Research, Inc.) and spectrum (measured by AQ-6315A, ANDO) are shown in Figure 29. The autocorrelation trace captured by an oscilloscope shows a FWHM of 71 fs, which indicates the pulse duration of 46 fs by assuming a sech² pulse shape. The spectrum of mode locking operation is centered at 1277 nm, with a width of 45 nm. A time-bandwidth product of 0.38 is obtained, indicating that the output pulses are nearly transform limited.

![Figure 29](image2.png)

**Figure 29.** (a) Intensity autocorrelation trace of the output pulses and (b) spectrum of mode locking operation.

The mode-locked Cr⁴⁺: forsterite laser can stably work for hours if the environment is dry and stable. The most probable factor which disturbs the mode locking is the water
condensation on crystal surfaces. If the environment is quite humid, nitrogen blowing or dehumidifier is required. Based on this efficient femtosecond Cr:forsterite laser, we also realized red light femtosecond laser output with a intra-cavity frequency-doubled Cr:forsterite laser configuration [6.7].

6.2. Self-starting mode-locked femtosecond Cr\(^{4+}\):YAG laser

Chromium doped yttrium aluminium garnet (Cr\(^{4+}\): YAG) is a remarkable gain medium which generates near infrared laser beam. Moreover, it can support femtosecond laser operation for its wide emission spectrum. The first laser operation in Cr\(^{4+}\): YAG was reported in 1988 [6.9]. In 1993, 26 ps pulses were obtained by using active mode locking [6.10]. So far, femtosecond pulses from Cr\(^{4+}\):YAG can be obtained by active mode locking [6.11], kerr-lens mode locking [6.12-13] and SESAM mode locking [6.14-15]. The record of shortest pulses was reported by Ripin et al. in 2002 [6.16].

The absorption spectrum of Cr\(^{4+}\): YAG extends from 950 nm to 1100 nm. It’s convenient to use all-solid-state Nd:YAG laser or Yb doped fiber laser as pump source. The emission spectrum extends from 1250 nm to 1650 nm, as shown in Figure 30. Although the peak is at 1.39 \(\mu\)m, the most reported output wavelengths are near 1.5 \(\mu\)m.

Figure 30. Emission spectrum of Cr\(^{4+}\):YAG

Cr\(^{4+}\):YAG is suitable to generate femtosecond pulses near 1.5 \(\mu\)m for its wide emission spectrum and some other characteristics. There are still some obvious drawbacks though. First, the thermal conductivity is relatively low. The severe thermal lens effect is an annoying problem which causes the unstability of the intra-cavity laser modes. Second, the pump beam and resonant beam both suffer re-absorption effect, which decreases the pump efficiency and increases intra-cavity loss. However, The Cr\(^{4+}\):YAG crystal is still a good gain medium in near infrared range near 1.5 \(\mu\)m. It can support femtosecond pulses generation and has the potential to be used in optical fiber communication, femtobiology, femtochemistry and so on. In this section, a very compact and self-starting femtosecond Cr\(^{4+}\):YAG laser with a pulse width of 65 fs was described [6.17].

The schematic diagram of self-starting mode locking Cr\(^{4+}\):YAG laser is shown in Figure 31.
Figure 31. The schematic diagram of the self-starting mode locking Cr⁴⁺: YAG laser.

M1, M2 and M3 are concave mirrors with ROC=100 mm, anti-reflective coated (T>98%) at 870~1050 nm and highly-reflective coated (R>99.9%) at 1420~1720 nm. A Gires-Tournois interferometer (GTI) mirror compensates the group-delay dispersion, which can introduce -500±50 fs² GDD for each bounce. In order to avoid high intra-cavity loss, an output coupler (OC) with a transmission rate of 1% is used. The pump laser is a commercial Yb:YAG laser which delivers horizontally polarized beam at 1030 nm. The Brewster’s angle cut Cr⁴⁺:YAG crystal rod is 20 mm long and has a diameter of 5 mm. The laser medium absorbs 90% of the pump energy in this experiment. To reduce the thermal lens effect, the crystal is wrapped in thin indium foil and tightly held in a copper holder. Recirculated cooling water keeps the temperature at 10°C.

For a 20-mm-long Cr⁴⁺:YAG, the GDD can be calculated by the following formula [6.12]:

\[
GDD = -15296 + 119.83\nu - 0.2054\nu^2
\]  

(14)

The crystal introduces positive GDD of 226.8 fs² at 1500 nm for each single pass. Considering the GDD introduced by air, after compensated by GTI mirror, the net GDD is about -230 fs² per single pass in the cavity, as shown in Figure 32. The main drawback by using GTI mirror is that the dispersion compensation isn’t precisely adjustable as by using prisms. However, using GTI mirror avoids additional insertion loss and makes the cavity structure more compact and robust.

Under pump power of 9 W, stable mode locked pulses are obtained by fine adjusting the position of M1, M2, Cr⁴⁺:YAG crystal and the SESAM. The highest output power is 95 mW, indicating low slope efficiency. As mentioned before, the re-absorption effect causes large loss for resonant laser. Besides, the OC with low transmission rate also limits the output power. OCs with higher transmission rate are tested, but stable mode locking is unable to achieve.

The mode locking spectra and interferometric autocorrelation trace of output pulses are shown in Figure 33. In Figure a, the solid curve presents the results when the net intra-cavity dispersion is about -230 fs². The corresponding spectrum width (FWHM) is 45 nm, centered at 1508 nm. The dashed curve corresponds to the mode-locking results with a net
intra-cavity dispersion of $-720 \text{ fs}^2$ by using another mirror to reflect the beam on GTI mirror once more. The spectrum width (FWHM) is 34.5 nm and a small blue shift can be observed. An interferometric autocorrelation trace corresponding to the solid spectrum curve is shown in Figure b. By assuming a sech$^2$ pulse shape, the pulse duration is 65 fs, indicating a time-bandwidth product of $\Delta \nu \Delta \tau = 0.372$.

![Figure 32. Intra-cavity second-order dispersion contributions.](image)

![Figure 33. (a) Spectra of mode locking Cr$^{4+}$:YAG laser, solid curve corresponds to net GDD of $-230 \text{ fs}^2$, dashed curve corresponds to $-720 \text{ fs}^2$; (b) Interferometric autocorrelation trace of mode locking pulses, the pulse duration is 65 fs.](image)
7. Conclusion

We have described the generation of ultrafast laser pulses with a series of Nd, Yb or Cr-doped gain media. Stable laser pulses were obtained around central wavelengths from 900 nm to 1500 nm and in the picosecond to femtosecond regimes. The pulse duration for Nd-doped mode-locked lasers is in picosecond regime, while for Yb-doped media it can be as short as several tens of femtosecond. The experimental results are summarized in the Table 5. It contains a wide range of very interesting and practically useful all solid-state passively mode-locked ultrafast laser sources in near infrared. Further investigations toward even shorter pulses and higher average power are underway. The direct amplification of all-solid-state ultrafast laser is also in progress toward higher pulse energy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gain media</th>
<th>$P_m$(W)/$\lambda_f$(nm)</th>
<th>$P_{out}$(mW)</th>
<th>$\lambda$(nm)</th>
<th>$\Delta\lambda$(nm)</th>
<th>$\Delta t$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nd:YVO$_4$</td>
<td>9W@808</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>1064</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.3ps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nd:GdVO$_4$</td>
<td>19.7W@808</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>912</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.5ps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nd:LuVO$_4$</td>
<td>17W@808</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>916</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.7ps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nd:GSAG</td>
<td>16.7W@808</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>942.6</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>8.7ps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nd:GGG</td>
<td>24W@808</td>
<td>3200</td>
<td>1062.5</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>15ps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20W@808</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>937.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>22.7ps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yb:YAG</td>
<td>2W@940 Ti:S</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>1053</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>170fs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yb:YAG ceramics</td>
<td>7W@968</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>1048</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>418fs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yb:GYSO</td>
<td>2W@976 Ti:S</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1093</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>210fs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yb:LSO</td>
<td>2W@976 Ti:S</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1047/1066</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.6ps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yb:YGG</td>
<td>7W@970</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>1045</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>245fs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr:forsterite</td>
<td>7.9W@1064</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>1277</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>46fs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr:YAG</td>
<td>9W@1030</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>1508</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>65fs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. The experimental results of ultrafast lasers in our lab
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